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Caution: structure and jizz can 
be misleading!

Relaxed African Pipit: legs 
and neck retracted, feathers 
fluffed up; looks quite short-
legged and small, but squat.

Same African Pipit in alert, 
active posture: neck stretched, 
legs extended, feathers sleek: 
looks long-legged and slim.

relaxed/
cold

alert, 
active

Identification: Structure and jizz 
The general impression of a bird's size and shape, as 
well as its proportions, carriage, movement styles and 
posture is known as its jizz. This can be very useful 
in pipit identification, but can be highly subjective 
and is best learnt through personal experience. The 
most important criteria to check are: body shape, e.g. 
lanky, slim, delicate, muscular, compact; legginess i.e. 
relative length of tarsus ('lower leg') and especially 
tibia ('upper leg'); lengths of toes and hind-claw; width 
and proportional length of tail; upright alert posture 
or hunched, creeping shape (see below); angles and 
relative size of head and crown; bill shape and size; 
weight carried in belly or chest; etc.

Identification: Behaviour
Mannerisms and behavioural quirks can help identify 
some pipits. Many pipits (especially those of the 'large 
brown pipits' group) wag their tails up and down to a 
greater or lesser extent. This is believed to help flush 
their insect prey from hiding, and probably also acts 
as a signal to mates, rivals or predators. The frequency, 
strength and depth of tail wagging can be informative, 
e.g. Buffy typically gives very deep and exaggerated 
and almost continual tail wagging, whereas Plain-
backed usually gives 1-3 deep wags between runs; 
African gives occasional, erratic, shallow wags; and 
Long-billed usually only gives infrequent, subtle 
wagging. Note that tail wagging varies depending on 
the bird's mood, immediate environment and age.

Other behavioural clues that may prove useful 
are: walking speed and style; foraging and stationary 
posture; flight style; tameness; sociability; choice of 
perch when singing or flushed (e.g. flits into trees and 
walks along branches); and interactions and displays.

Ageing, moult and feather wear
Juvenile pipits often look very different from adults 
and are frequently the cause of incorrect identification 
or 'mystery pipits'. In most pipits, juveniles start their 
post-juvenile moult soon after leaving the nest (c. 2-5 
weeks). This means that they are only in juv. plumage 
for a relatively short period, during which time they 
may still be accompanied by their parents. 

The post-juvenile moult is usually partial, and 
involves changing the head and body feathers and 
some wing and tail feathers. The resultant immature 
plumage (sometimes called first-winter) resembles the 
adult except for the retained juv. feathers. However, 
imm. plumages should not cause much confusion 
from an identification perspective. In the migratory 
Tree and Red-throated, juveniles undergo their first 
moult on the Eurasian br. grounds; they are thus very 
rarely or never seen in our region in full juv. plumage.

Juveniles are generally darker than adults above, 
with dark feather centres and pale feather edges 
creating a scalloped or scaly pattern on the mantle 
and crown. They are often whiter or greyer below with 
rounded breast spots, and often streaked flanks.

The timing of moult and extent of feather wear can 
have a major influence on pipits' appearance. In worn 
plumage (mostly late winter/spring to mid-summer) 
feathers looks paler, greyer and more washed-out; 
the mantle streaks can look darker and more obvious 
in worn birds, with even the plain-backed group 
showing thin, dark shaft streaks (not very visible in the 
field); streaks on the breast/flanks usually look sharper 

 

juvenile                   adult fresh                adult worn

Identification: Voice
Songs and calls are often the easiest way to locate 
and identify pipits, although some have confusingly 
similar voices. Song is given by , mostly during the 
br. season, often from a conspicuous perch or during 
a song-flight. Songs range from 2-3 very simple, 
sparrow-like notes or repeated single notes, to musical 
and complex verses. Calls are given by both sexes 
when flushed or alarmed and are short and high.  

Juv. pipits can look very different from adults. 
About 2-5 weeks after fledging they start their post-
juvenile moult into first-winter or immature plumage 
(similar to adult). Pipits can be aged as juveniles by 
using the criteria highlighted above. 

juvenile Buffy Pipit                       adult Buffy Pipit
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Identification: Plumage
By definition, LBJs are difficult to identify on plumage 
alone and pipits are no exception. All are brown 
above, some with dark feather centres that form 
bands or mottling on the mantle, and paler below, 
with some streaking on the breast and sometimes 
flanks. Although there is much overlap between 
species, knowing what to look for beforehand will 
prove helpful. The most important plumage features 
to look for are highlighted in the box below:

• Mantle markings and colouration
- distinctly marked e.g. Mountain 
- indistinctly marked e.g. Long-billed 
- plain or very lightly marked e.g. Plain-backed 
- scalloped or scaly e.g. juveniles of larger species
- greyish brown e.g. African, Plain-backed
- warmer brown e.g. Bushveld, Buffy
- greenish brown e.g. Tree, Striped

• Colour and streaking on underparts
- plain or indistinctly streaked e.g. Buffy
- distinct, limited streaking e.g. African
- thinner streaks on flanks e.g. Tree
- broader streaks on flanks e.g. Striped
- colour (whitish, buff, rufous or yellowish)
- yellow feathers e.g. Yellow-breasted, Golden

• Colour of outer tail feathers
- white e.g. Bushveld, Yellow-breasted, African
- pale buff to light brown e.g. Long-billed, Buffy

• Intensity of face pattern
- distinctly patterned face and strong eyebrow 
   e.g. juveniles of larger species, Tree, African
- speckled face, no distinct eyebrow e.g. Bushveld
- weaker face pattern e.g. Buffy, most Long-billed

Identification: Bare parts
The bill's length and shape can aid in identification, 
but much overlap exists and  have slightly shorter 
bills. The colour of the base of the lower mandible may 
help distinguish some pairs (e.g. African vs. Mountain, 
Plain-backed vs. Buffy) but is not always reliable as it is 
influenced by light and blood circulation (and hence is 
the same dull colour in all museum specimens); it can 
be difficult to judge from afar, and it is sometimes hard 
to decide on the exact colour: some pipits even have 
bicoloured bills with a pink bill-base but yellow gape. 
Generally, yellow tends to contrast more and is thus 
visible from a greater distance than pink. Leg and eye 
colour are not useful field characters in pipits.

The length of the legs and claws is also important. 
Hind-claw length is used for identification of speci-
mens, but is seldom of much use in the field (and some 
overlap exists). The shape of the claw is a reflection 
of the bird's habitat: longer and straighter in semi-
arboreal species, short and curved in terrestrial forms. 

Slight average length and curvature differences in 
hind-claw length can be hard to see in the field (easiest 
when perched on a wire; or from good photos).

           Buffy                      Plain-backed                         African
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Flight calls of Bushveld (left), Tree (middle) and Red-
throated (right). When flushed, Bushveld gives a low, buzzy call. 
Tree's call is sharper and higher. Red-throated's call is slightly 
longer, and very clear, high and thin. However, discerning such 
fine distinctions in the field requires a practiced ear.

Song of Long-billed Pipit. This species' simple song consists of 
well-spaced, sparrow-like chirps, mono tonously repeated (here, in 
a typical series of 3 notes). The song tempo is faster when the bird 
is singing in flight. The song is very similar to those of Wood, Buffy 
and Plain-backed (but the latter usually repeats only 2 notes).

Song (left) and typical call (right) of African Pipit. During its 
song-flight, the African Pipit gives 3-6 notes in a 1 s burst, at 2 s  
intervals. Instead of bursts of notes, the Mountain Pipit slowly 
repeats a single, deeper note. Both species give a sustained out-
pouring of such notes while diving downward after displaying.

Song phrases of African Rock (left) and Striped (right). The 
songs of these 2 related species are still fairly simple, but are far 
more musical and pleasant than the songs of other Afrotropical 
pipits (closer to Eurasian species such as Tree and Red-throated).
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